
COSTUMING NEEDS - THe Trial of Goldilocks

We are attempting to keep a storybook - fairy tale feel to this musical. Costumes from
the Roobin Hood or Camelot period seem most appropriate.

THREE BEAR COSTUl\ffiS WIlli HOODS
The bears need to make two changes - one to being very COUNTRY and simple.
I picture bjb overalls, straw hats, etc.
The other change needs to make them appear to be roughriders, motorcycle gang
members with leather jackets (studded), etc.

The members of the Jury (16) are to be in Robin Hood costumes. You show three
varieties in your catalogue. on page 11 We would like to mix these three as indicated

below.

roRY "A" Characters we would like in the Green -
Jury "B" Should be a different style than A
Jury C Should be a third style

Goldilocks needs three changes -
. . 1. Simple traditional dress, little girl ',"\ ~rl4,\ ~~~b~~~~

2. Funky, Vogue outfit for the mean and rotten side of her" l:~ {

3. Baby doll dress short sleeves, full skirt for the sweet innocent orphan girl (see
faxed style)

Clerk - We like the costume on page 10 from the camelot era. (Tan with Gold tights on
the male model in the upper right picture)

Lawyers - The Villian is the Prosecuting Attorney, We need something compatable with
the clerk and jury that depicts this character - something in Black or With a Black Cape,
something rich looking with position of authority - \1'\ \ ~\¥\

/ jU The Defense Attorney needs to be opposing the prosecuting attorney. We need to
1\ make this character appear portly ... $a.I\~ S~('

(The LawyeIS are women) -

We also need to order a Judges Wig and a Wig for GOldilocks (please advise on possible

wigs for Goldilocks)
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